


Vancouver as site of global spectacle 













Anti-Olympics Demonstrations, Vancouver 

13 February, 2010 



Homeless shelter in a city with rapidly  

rising housing costs 



Homeless shelter demonstration during 

the Olympics in a city with rapidly  

rising housing costs 



$5 billion for this spectacle: finale of the 2010 

Olympics, Vancouver, the 28 February, 2010 hockey game where 

Canada beat the USA with Canada winning a gold medal and the 

USA winning a silver medal 
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$5 billion for this spectacle: finale of the 2010 

Olympics, Vancouver, the 28 February, 2010 hockey game where 

Canada beat the USA with Canada winning a gold medal and the 
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The 2010 Olympics as a site of reproduction 

of (tired) nationalist images and discourses 

rooted in the (white-dominated) neocolonial 

period 



The 2010 Olympics as a site of disruption of 

narratives and conversations of recent social 

gains, such as for native peoples, especially 

related to court-determined sovereignties   



Marketing as the neoliberal alternative to 

more court-determined social gains 



The 2010 Olympics as a site of re-inscribing 

a narrative of nationalist integration as an 

alternative to native sovereignties 



The 2010 Olympics as a site for forcing 

social democrats to subsume their goals to 

those of neoliberalism 



The 2010 Olympics as a site for dividing 

queer communities along class, ethnic, & 

cultural lines 





The 2010 Olympics 

as a site of 

relatively 

ineffective (but 

humourous) queer 

critiques of 

consumerism and 

corporate 

domination 



The 2010 Olympics as a site for divergent 

queer engagement in spectacle and public 

conversations 





aboriginal phase of Olympic torch relay 

phase, Vancouver, 12 February, 2010 with 

celebrated figure, Buffy St.-Marie (with  

Effective erasure of queer native figures) 





Contentious subjects with unresolved 

(sexual) citizenships:4 host First Nations  



Contentious subjects with unresolved 

(sexual) citizenships: Status Indians  with 

legacies of residential schools 



Contentious subjects with unresolved 

(sexual) citizenships: non-status Indians & 

Métis 



Contentious subjects with unresolved 

(sexual) citizenships:  

legacies of police violence 



Contentious subjects with unresolved 

(sexual) citizenships:  

Legacies of addiction 



Contentious subjects with unresolved (sexual) 

citizenships: Legacies of traditional cultures, 

spirituality, & individualized healing 

















Contentious 

subjects with 

unresolved (sexual) 

citizenships: 

Likelihood of 

intensified conflicts 

around First 

Nations territories, 

resources & 

jurisdictions 





An assessment of an 

impact of the 2010 

Olympics:  

Identifying cause-

effect linkages 
















